1. All advance warning signs required at the beginning and end of project shall be post mounted. All signs required for the lane closure shall be temporary mounted.

2. Sign (XX) shall show the speed in the work zone. Sign (YY) shall be used if speed reduction requires two signs. Sign (ZZ) shall show the posted speed outside the work zone.

THE SIGN SIZES SHOWN ON THIS SHEET SHALL SUPERCEDE THOSE SHOWN ON THE STANDARD HIGHWAY SIGNS DRAWINGS UNLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER.
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GENERAL NOTES

1. All advance warning signs required at the beginning and end of project shall be post mounted. All signs required for the lane closure shall be temporary mounted.

2. Sign (XX) shall show the speed in the work zone. Sign (YY) shall be used if speed reduction requires two signs. Sign (ZZ) shall show the posted speed outside the work zone.